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elcome one and all
to another issue of
Inside Erin. You will quickly
note that our format is a bit
different this month. You will
find no “This Month” articles,
no top 10 list, and no game
discussions or reviews. In
fact, except for this letter, the A Letter
only two things that this issue From the Editor
Purple Dragon
contains are the announcement
of the 2010 mini-comp and winners and discussion of the 2009 Erin Awards.
The mini-comp rules immediately follow this letter and I urge you to read my
introduction and the rules carefully as several of them have changed a bit this
year. Hopefully I have answered all your questions there, but since I know
how unlikely that is, ask away and I’ll clarify what I can.
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Mission Statement
Inside Erin is written and published by
people who enjoy AIF. It is done for fun,
but we also have some goals that we seek to
achieve through the newsletter:
1. To encourage the production of more
quality AIF games by providing advice
from game developers, and by offering
constructive criticism that is specifically
relevant to AIF.
2. To encourage activity and growth in
the AIF community. We aim to generate
a constant level of activity so that there
aren’t long periods in which people can
lose interest in AIF.
3. To help document and organize the AIF
community. This is done through reporting
on games and events, as well as by helping to organize community-wide activities
such as competitions and the yearly Erin
Awards.

As for the Erin Awards, I’m sure many of you have noticed that there has been
no announcement about an awards ceremony. If you were looking forward to
it, then I apologize, but I’m afraid that we have decided not to hold it this year.
There are several reasons for this, but the primary one is that several of the key
participants are extremely busy with real life stuff at the moment, and we were
unable to find a time when it would work out.
One of those “key participants” that I’m talking about is GoblinBoy. I’m sure
that it will not come as much of a surprise to anyone that he ended up winning a
good number of awards this year. Well actually, to put it bluntly, he won every
single award that he was nominated for, which was every category but two.
Not since the 2006 Erin Awards has anyone so dominated the awards. Of
course that year it was -- well shut my mouth, that time it was GoblinBoy
too wasn’t it? One would think that he wrote some pretty good games or
something. Maybe I’ll get around to giving one a go one of these days.
At any rate, rather than hold off the awards ceremony any longer, we’ve decided
to just print the results here, followed by a few comments from GoblinBoy and
the other two winners of this year’s awards.
Congratulations to A. Bomire for winning the funniest game award for The
Mecano-Menace. I still chuckle from time to time when I think about the
killer ninja bunnies. I also congratulate Raul for picking up the award for best
new author. Last Week before the Wedding was a great game. I believe that
most years it would have picked up a few awards itself, but it seems that no
one can compete with the force of nature that is GoblinBoy. And speaking of
GoblinBoy, A big congratulations to him. School Dreams 3 was an outstanding
game even before taking into account the ungodly number of pictures that he
included. Keep up the good work guys.
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Voting will be done by online ballot as in the past. However, unlike past years, voters will only be voting for
their top 3 or 5 favorite games in each category (see below for details). One rule that we always seem to hear
a lot of complaints about is not being able to discuss the games during the voting period, so I got rid of that
one and we’ll see how it goes. That’s the main changes. Read the full rules below for all the details.
Now, I can hear people saying that with these changes it seems like it would be possible to write an extremely
large game (at least from a mini-comp point of view). That’s very true, and all I can say is -- don’t. The
extra rooms, characters, and cutscenes are meant to give people the room to tell the story they want to tell.
They are not meant as a license to write the largest game you possibly can. So who is going to decide when
a particular game is stepping over the line? Well, I am. Any game that technically conforms to the letter of
the rules will be accepted into the comp. However, if I personally feel that the game mocking the spirit of the
rules, then I will remove it from contention in the “Concept” category. I choose this category because part
of its description reads, “Does it work well with the set limits?” At that point voters will be free to rank it as
usual in the other five categories. However, getting an automatic last place in one of the categories will make
it much harder (although not impossible) for the game to end up winning the comp. My suggestion is that if
you are contemplating something that you have any doubt about at all, then contact me before hand and ask
me what I think. That way no one will be surprised when the games are announced and the voting starts.
So, what gives me the right to set myself up as judge like this? Well, I’m the one running the comp. If you
don’t like it, or any of the rules, then by all means set up your own comp and invite people to participate.
Believe me, I wouldn’t feel even a tiny little bit bad if someone decided to step up and do that. I know
that I’m coming off a bit heavy handed here, and I’m sorry about that. I think (or at least hope) that it will
be unnecessary for me to exercise this restriction. I just wanted people to know that there will now be
consequences if you push the rules too far. Hopefully that knowledge will be enough of a deterrent to keep
it from happening.
So that’s it for now. If anyone has any questions you can either contact me directly or ask them on one of
the forums and I’ll try to get back to you as soon as possible. The deadline for the comp is June 7th, which
means that you have just over three months to write a game. Even if you don’t even have an idea for a game
yet, that should be more than enough time for the greenest novice to write a game of this size. I wish you all
the best of luck, and look forward to playing your creations.
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t’s that time of year again. Time to get going on those
mini-comp games. Although the format of the rules below 2010 AiF Mini-Comp
looks similar to that of past years, please read them carefully
because I have made a few rather significant changes. The
Ladies
first thing that you will notice is that I have loosened some
and
of the restrictions considerably. The maximum number
Gentlemen...
of rooms is now 5 instead of 3 and the maximum number
of characters is now 4, although you are still limited to 2
sexually active characters. I have also added a section on Start you imaginations
cutscenes, which can be used to add background or extra
sexual content without significantly increasing the scope of the game. I’ve tried to be clear about what these
are and how to use them, but I’m sure there will be questions about this one so look for updates/clarifications
to come.
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2009 Mini-comp submission rules are as follows:

Mini-comp submission procedures are as follows:
v The submission deadline is 9:00 a.m. CST Monday, June 7, 2010.
v I will be available to help beta-test your game. Beta-testing is strongly encouraged but not required.
If you are looking for a beta tester please consult the following link for a list of people who have
agreed to test games. http://newsletter.aifcommunity.org/index.php?id=beta.html
v I will collect the entries by e-mail and post them at the normal places after the deadline. Send your
entry to aifsubmissions AT gmail DOT com (obscured to prevent spam).
v Authors should send a walkthrough with their entry. The walkthrough will be used by comp organizers
to verify the game can be won and to provide hints for players.
Voting procedures are as follows:
v Everyone, including entrants, will be allowed to vote.
v Voters will have approximately two weeks to play all the games and vote. The voting deadline will
be announced when the games are released.
v Voting will be conducted in a manner similar to that of the Erins: An online ballot will be set up to
rank each game in order of preference in each category. Rather than rank the entire list of games,
only the top three or five will be ranked in each category. If the total number of games submitted is 36, then the top three will be ranked. If we receive more than 6 games, then the top 5 will be ranked.
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v Your game must have five or fewer rooms. Closets do not count as rooms so long as they’re just
places to store things. If your player is required to spend more than a couple of turns in a closet, it
counts as a room.
v Your game may have no more than four characters, including the player-character(s). No more than
two of those characters may participate interactively in sex scenes. This is an expansion on previous
years’ rules and allows the PC to be a non-participant or voyeur while the two non-player characters
have sex, and also allows the game to switch the PC from one character to another.
v As an exception to the above rule, cutscenes will be allowed under certain circumstances. In this
case, I am defining a cutscene as a single block of text of any length triggered by a single command
(or event, randomly, whatever). For instance, you might “look through telescope” to spy on your
neighbors having sex, or “watch dvd” to see some porn. The participants in these scenes can be either
one or more of the four characters that you are allowed or merely background characters. In either
case, each character can only be involved in a single sexually explicit cutscene (unless of course they
are one of your two sexually active characters).
v Another use for cutscenes might be to sketch in background information or develop the story or
characterization. A character can appear in any number of these types of cutscenes, provided there is
no sexual content involved. Although I am putting no limit of either of the above types of cutscenes
I urge you to use discretion in adding them. A few can add some very nice flavor to a game, but too
many will not only increase the scope of the game beyond the spirit (if not the letter) of the rules, but
can also become cumbersome for the player to weed through.
v Multimedia (images and sounds) are permitted, but may not add more than 150KB to the native
(unzipped) size of the game file.
v No part of your game can have been released to the public before the deadline.
v Your game must be winnable (or at least it must have an ending that the player can reach).
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v Unlike previous years, discussion of the games during the voting period will be allowed.
v Authors will not be permitted to post updates of their games during the voting period.

v Concept. Is it a good idea for a mini-comp game? Does it work well with the set limits? Does it feel
complete or more like a game fragment?
v Writing. How well-written is it? Do the settings have the atmosphere that the author seems to be
after?
v Characters. Do the characters ‘come to life’? How sexy are they?
v Sex. How hot are the sex scenes?
v Technical. How many bugs are there? What neat tricks did the author invent?
v Enjoyment. How much did you like the game?

B

efore we get to the list of winners I wanted to take this
opportunity to congratulate all the nominees. To even
be nominated for something should be considered a big
honor and I hope that the whole community will join me
in giving these individuals a well-deserved pat on the back.
The following is a list of games that received at least one
nomination this year.
A Lady in Waiting by Knight Errant
A Night With Dani and Liz by Rip_CPU
A Night with Kes by Purple Dragon
Bad Day to be a Princess by oneevilbob
In Darkness by GoblinBoy
Intimate Encounters by Purple Dragon
Last Week Before the Wedding by Raul
My Special Gift by A. Bomire
Obedience by Rip_CPU
Office Fantasy: Working Late by A. Bomire
Riding Home by Raul
School Dreams 3: School Dreams Forever by GoblinBoy
The Magic Wishing Fountain by erusnine
The Mechano-Menace by A. Bomire
The Pizza Boy by Grey64
Winter Break by Dudeman
I would also like to thank everyone who released a game for the first time this year. While it is true that the
more established authors tend to write larger games and win most of the awards, it is the new authors, even
more than them, which cause our community to grow and prosper. So thank you all for your hard work, and
I look forward to even better things to come.
DaveDKW
Dudeman
Erus

Gray64
JustaHackWriter
Madquest8

Negative Slippy Slide
Rabbi
Raul
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Voters will be asked to judge all the games in the following categories:

Tanner V. Chorus
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1. PC, School Dreams 3: School Dreams Forever by GoblinBoy
2. Aegis, The Mechano-Menace by A. Bomire
3. PC, Last Week Before the Wedding by Raul

1. Alison, School Dreams 3: School Dreams Forever by GoblinBoy
2. Becky, School Dreams 3: School Dreams Forever by GoblinBoy
3. Sara, Winter Break by Dudeman

1. PC/Becky, School Dreams 3: School Dreams Forever by GoblinBoy
2. PC/Sara, Winter Break by Dudeman
3. PC/Kes, A Night with Kes by Purple Dragon
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Just one more thank you before we get to the winners. I’d like to thank Frost (I understand he is
considerably less bitter these days) for once again creating the wonderful graphics for this year’s awards.
If you are reading the text version of this issue then you will soon be able to see them on the Erin Awards
website, along with blurbs about all the winners and runners up. Now I’ve stalled long enough. Here at
last is the list of winners for the 2009 Erin Awards. Congratulations one and all on a job well done.

1. PC/Molly/Becky, School Dreams 3: School Dreams Forever by GoblinBoy
2. PC, Dani/Liz, A Night With Dani and Liz by Rip_CPU
3. PC/Maggie/Amanda, Last Week Before the Wedding by Raul
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1. School Dreams 3: School Dreams Forever by GoblinBoy
2. In Darkness by GoblinBoy
3. The Mechano-Menace by A. Bomire

1. School Dreams 3: School Dreams Forever by GoblinBoy
2. The Mechano-Menace by A. Bomire
3. Last Week Before the Wedding by Raul

1. School Dreams 3: School Dreams Forever by GoblinBoy
2. The Mechano-Menace by A. Bomire
3. In Darkness by GoblinBoy
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1. School Dreams 3: School Dreams Forever by GoblinBoy
2. Last Week Before the Wedding by Raul
3. Office Fantasy: Working Late by A. Bomire

March 2010
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1. School Dreams 3: School Dreams Forever by GoblinBoy
2. Last Week Before the Wedding by Raul
3. The Mechano-Menace by A. Bomire

1. The Mechano-Menace by A. Bomire
2. Last Week Before the Wedding by Raul
3. Bad Day to be a Princess by oneevilbob

1. Raul (Riding Home, Last Week Before the Wedding)
2. Dudeman (Winter Break)
3. Madquest8 (BSG: Twenty-Two)
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1. School Dreams 3: School Dreams Forever by GoblinBoy
2. In Darkness by GoblinBoy
3. Intimate Encounters by Purple Dragon

March 2010
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1. School Dreams 3: School Dreams Forever by GoblinBoy
2. Last Week Before the Wedding by Raul
3. A Night With Dani and Liz by Rip_CPU

GoblinBoy
I asked GoblinBoy, A. Bomire, and Raul, as the three winners this year, to say a few words about their games,
the awards, or whatever else they wanted to talk about. I am pleased to say that all three of them took me up
on the offer and we have their comments for you here.
Before we get to that, I just wanted to briefly thank everyone who voted for one of my games this year. I
thought that I had a pretty good gimmick in Intimate Encounters with the whole game in a game thing, and
using the command line as the screen of that game. I’m glad that at least a few of you out there seemed to
like the game and appreciate the concept.
What blew me away, however, was A Night With Kes getting nominated, and then actually coming in third
place for best one-on-one. I don’t often nominate or vote for my own games. I won’t say I’ve never done
it, but I tend to shy away from doing so. However, in this case I never even considered this game for any of
the awards so the whole thing came as quite a shock to me. I don’t think I made any secrets about this game
being written in about two weeks during the extension for the 2008 mini-comp. Maybe I should just forget
about planning and write all my games this way. Anyway, I just wanted to say thanks to everyone who voted
for me, and I’m glad you enjoyed it.
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1. In Darkness by GoblinBoy
2. Winter Break by Dudeman
3. Office Fantasy: Working Late by A. Bomire
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Now, if you don’t mind, (and I’m sure you don’t) I think I’ll shut up and let someone else say a few words.
A. Bomire won the award for funniest game for The Mechano-Menace. Here is what he had to say about
winning that one, his placement in some of the other categories, and the awards in general.

Hottest Game: This really surprised me, as this game finished in the middle of the pack in the 2008
Mini-comp where it first made its appearance, with some really wonderful games ahead of it. Thank you
to those who voted for it! The thing I focused upon in the sex scene in this game is how Lacy reacts,
which is dependent upon how the player treats her during the game.
Best Media: While I am, of course, always grateful for my fans out there, I have to accept this with a
little tongue-in-cheek. After all, my game barely had any multimedia within it, just three pictures of the
characters. I was considering adding a mock comic book cover, similar in theme to a classic “Marvel
Team Up”, but I never got around to it.
Best Tech: Wow! This was another surprising finish for me, as “The Mechano Menace” didn’t feature
any spectacular technical achievements or tricky coding problems. Just a basic combat simulation,
much as I did for “RAW’s New GM”. Thanks to the voters out there!
Best Writing: As I have mentioned, this game was a lot of fun to write. I really enjoyed getting into the
spirit of the Silver Age of comics, which is the time-frame upon which I based this game. Although I
doubt that any comics of that time would have used language as salty as Marvela’s!
Best Gameplay: I’ve said it often before, but my main credo in writing games is the “Law of Least
Astonishment”, which in game terms means that the player shouldn’t be surprised by anything outside
of the plot. A player shouldn’t have to spend time figuring out how to use a pen, for example. It should
be obvious and intuitive. And I’ve done my best in all of my games to follow through on this.
Funniest Game: Thank you very much! I really, really appreciate the support of the voters out there!
When I started to create this game, the villain was at first based upon an idea that’s been done many,
many times. So I puzzled over a change and came up with a mechanical genius sending an army of
toys after the player (yes, it’s been done, too.) I spied a copy of Craig Shaw Gardner’s Revenge of the
Fluffy Bunnies on my bookshelf, and robot ninja bunnies were born! After that, the idea for Herr Hare
was easy. (That name still makes me smile!) Throw in some cheesy dialogue from the villain, and some
snappy comebacks/one-liners from the heroes, and you have a game. (It was painful, but I did avoid any
reference to “splitting hares”. You’re welcome!)
Best Short Game: I said it before, and I’ll say it again, I am grateful to my fans out there! Once again,
another surprise as this game only finished 4th in the 2008 Mini-comp (behind some very deserving
games). I’m glad to see that it has some staying power, and has apparently picked up some fans over
the last year or so.
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Best PC: I’m glad people liked Aegis. This whole game was a lot of fun to write, and I enjoyed creating
the characters of Aegis, Marvela and MechanoMan. Probably the most fun, for me, was creating the
back story for each character, and the comic book world in which they live - which oddly enough had
the least to do with the game itself.
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Last, but certainly not least, I want to offer my congratulations to my fellow authors, whether they made
the nomination list or not. Writing a game is hard, much harder than you think until you’ve actually
tried it. Writing a good game is even harder, and all of my fellow nominees should be congratulated
for that. And, of course, congratulations to GoblinBoy. At the time of this writing, the winners haven’t
actually been announced, but I’m given to understand that GoblinBoy has picked up one or two wins
this year!
The winner of the best new author award this year is Raul. His mini-comp entry, Riding Home, gave us
a hint of things to come and showed some of the potential that he had. The potential was realized in his
huge game, Last Week Before the Wedding. The fact that he is a new author make the large number of
nominations and high placements for this game even more impressive. Here are a few of his comments on
the placement of his game in the awards.
New author award: Thanks everyone for voting me the best new author.. This recognition, along with
receiving an A- from a review of my game lets me know that I’m doing something right. I make no
secret that writing is where I struggle, but I do my best to do something entertaining, funny, and not so
difficult that some game novices can’t enjoy the game. It’s this kind of recognition which helps inspire
continued work for future projects. Once again, thanks to all of you who voted, whether it was for me or
not because as the cliche goes, everyone’s a winner. Lastly, I’d like to say to every potential aif author,
even if your idea sounds like it won’t be a good game, do it anyway because there is always someone
who will enjoy it no matter what you think.
Best PC: As many will know who played Last Week, the PC is not meant to be a super-thinker. So with
that in mind, he’s a great PC where you can let your pants---err hair down and just enjoy things as they
come.
Best Threesome: I’m even surprised I was here on this one. This was the hardest scene to
write for me and even so, it didn’t turn out quite the way I wanted. I have received several
compliments on it though, especially because of the build-up leading to it. So thanks for this.
Hottest Game: I think that if I didn’t write Last Week, I would have picked the Jenny scene as the
hottest part of this game because it was one of the few which touched on actual reality. Yeah yeah, it’s
all fantasy, but still.
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I want to offer my thanks to both the nominating committee and to my many fans out there who voted
for my games. I am, as always, grateful for the support I’ve received from all of you. No one was more
surprised than me when 3 of the 4 games I wrote were at least nominated for awards this year, or at
how well those games did in the voting. I also want to offer my thanks to Purple Dragon, who was
the moving force behind the Erins this year. He has done a tremendous job the past couple of years in
making the whole process easier and more accessible to the members of our community. It is a moreor-less thankless job that he accomplishes perhaps not cheerfully, but at least diligently.

Best Tech: I think that considering some of the limitations of Adrift, it was rather interesting getting
around some of its idiosyncrasies. I didn’t want just another Adrift game with the standard Adrift
responses like the help system. However I have realized that if I truly want to push the boundaries,
TADS may be the way to go for the next project. All in all, I appreciate it that others noticed the things
which had to be done tech-wise to make the game more enjoyable.
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Funniest Game: I consider myself a guy with an odd sense of humor for the most part. In the Last Week
game I tried to stretch that humor across in the game characters by imagining what someone in their
situation would say or do in a comical sort of situation. So I’m glad that others felt there was good
humor in it.
And now, the moment you’ve been waiting for. The man of the hour, author of some of the largest, best, and
graphics-filled games ever written, winner of the remainder 13 categories in this years Erin Awards, the man,
the myth, the legend -- GoblinBoy.
Well, what can I say....? I guess the first and most important thing is to say a big thank you to everyone
who voted for me! SD3 took an unreasonably long time to create, and I can’t deny that it is nice to see
that people enjoyed and appreciated it. Purple Dragon asked me to talk a little bit about the awards and
things, so I’ll do that a little bit now.
The Best PC award is, I find, quite a hard one to pin down. The PC is, after all, the player himself (or
herself). Games often put an overlay of personality on top of that (for example, the secret agent in
Tomorrow Never Comes). SD3 only does that in small measure, I think. The key in this case, then, is to
give the PC room to grow, to make choices... to become a real person because of what the player does,
rather than because of his background (which is virtually non-existant in this case). Hopefully this made
for an interesting character and gameplay experience.
Best NPC - Alison. Ah, Alison. I’ll admit to having a soft spot for Alison, and maybe that showed. Even
though she was only an ‘extra’ character (Becky and Molly being the leads, if you like) I like to think she
had a little more depth than the others. I also liked the reversal of expectations that players hopefully felt
after playing SD2 - whilst similar in some ways, dream Alison and real Alison are very different people.
I’m glad she won. It’s nice that Becky came second, as well - I tried to make her a little more rounded in
this game, and hopefully her motivations are at least believable (in the context of the game, of course...)
Best Threesome and Hottest Game - there may be a link between the two. Certainly threesomes and
orgy scenes take a *lot* more work to implement. I’m glad that the hotness still came out, even though
it can sometimes be a drag to write them.
I suppose of all the Erins for SD3 to win, Best Media was the one I was most confident of. You all
probably noticed the hundreds of pictures. Right now, there’s nothing else out there with anything like
the level of graphics in SD3. Until my next game, of course... I should be glad to get this award while
I’m still mainly competing against myself! ;)
The Best Tech award is, perhaps, one of the ones I am more pleased with. I was a little sad that SD2
didn’t win Best Tech last time, because I had spent a lot of effort on the Technical Side. A lot of the stuff
I developed there was used in SD3, so I guess this is being recognised here. :) Yay!
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Best Gameplay and Best Game: Nothing really to say here about the best gameplay other than to
acknowledge everyone’s comments, feedback, and general help in getting this game out. I wanted to
have an all-around type of character encounter, and instead of making a few smaller games, it ended up
being one larger game. Thanks.

I’m very pleased with the Best Writing award, too. SD3 was an enormous game with a bazillion pictures,
and obviously that’s going to help it in a lot of categories. But Best Writing is somewhat independent of
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Most Original and Best Gameplay - again, these two are probably linked. In many ways, the plot of
SD3 is *not* very original. It is, after all, much the same plot as SD2. What I hoped was original was
the way it was handled and the amount of choice that the player had to shape things. I tried to make it as
much a sandbox as I could, whilst still writing a game that would actually be finished before I die. This,
I suspect, is what is original about it. And also the reason for the Best Gameplay Award.
Funniest Game - wait, I didn’t win this one! What the...!? Heh, ok. SD3 wasn’t a bundle of laughs, and
In Darkness even less so. Whereas Mechano Menace was a fun-filled super hero romp. Well done Mr
Bomire!
Best New Author - well done Raul! I hope you continue to produce great games.
Before the results were announced I was quite confident that In Darkness would win the Best Short
Game Award. After all, it won the minicomp, right? It was only when I saw the results that I remembered
that last years minicomp (which I didn’t enter) was also eligible for the Erins - and Winter Break was
a very fine game indeed. In Darkness and Winter Break are very different - in tone, style and execution
- and which one you prefer must depend on personal preferences. I do wonder how much the fact that
Winter Break was released over a year ago might have hindered it, maybe giving In Darkness the
edge it needed to win. Which, I suppose, makes me even more relieved and grateful to win the award.
Best Game - obviously this is the crowning Award for a game. Since SD3 won pretty much everything
else, it was a good bet that it would win this but I was still pleased and excited when I scrolled down the
list and finally saw that SD3 was the Best Game. Well done to everyone else who released a game this
year, of course. A GoblinBoy needs some competition and there was some good competition this year.
Thanks for everyone who voted for me! And the SD3 girls were pleased with the results, too. They made
me take a photo of them saying thank you, which I believe you will find elsewhere in the magazine...
Also, Purple Dragon informs me that I was voted the winner of the Badman Memorial Lifetime
Achievement Award. This, I must say, was totally unexpected, and I am still a little in shock. I
actually still consider myself as a bit of a newcomer to the AIF world, so to receive an award that
has been given to such AIF legends as Chris COle, A.Bomire, BBBen, Newkid... Wow. I guess
I don’t need to bother making any more games now - I’ve made it as an AIF author! Well, ok,
maybe I’ll write a couple more... Seriously, though, this is a great honour and I’m really grateful to
everyone who voted for me. Plus, I’ll have whatever they’re smoking because it must be *gooood*.
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that, so its nice to think that people like the writing in a GoblinBoy game, not just the epic proportions
of everything. So thank you for that! :) It’s nice to beat A.Bomire as well - because he’s such an amazing
writer. I can’t help but think that the fact the SD3 was so big, and Mechano Menace was a minicomp
entry probably helped me, mind you! In many ways I thought that the writing for In Darkness was
actually better than SD3, too, but its a subjective thing and it depends on the reader to a degree. Again,
SD3 being such a big game clearly didn’t hurt it here :)

Thanks everyone! Hope you enjoy my new game when it finally comes out.
Cheers!
GoblinBoy
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Thanks from the girls of
School Dreams Forever

March 2010
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If you can write game reviews, articles, opinion pieces, humorous essays,
or endless blather, we want you. Contact the Editor for suggested content
or just write what you want and send it to us.

Please direct all comments, articles, reviews, discussion and art to the
Editor at aifsubmissions@gmail.com.

AIF
Wants
You!

Editor:
Purple Dragon has written several AIF games including
Archie’s Birthday - Chapter 1: Reggie’s Gift, A Dream Come
True, and Time in the Dark. He has received one Erin award
and been nominated for several others.

Staff:
A Bomire is the author of several TADS AIF games,
Staff
including Dexter Dixon: In Search of the Prussian Pussy,
Tomorrow Never Comes and The Backlot. His games have
won numerous awards and Erin nominations. He was the co-recipient of the Badman Memorial Lifetime
Achievement Award in 2006.
A Ninny is an AIF player, author of four AIF games and frequent beta-tester. His Parlour received an Erin
for Best “One Night Stand” game in 2004 and his most recent game, HORSE walked away with three Erins
at the 2007 awards show.
BBBen is an author of a number of Adrift AIF games. His games have received numerous Erin awards and
nominations and first place in A. Bomire’s 2004 mini-comp. He was also the recipient of the 2007 Badman
Memorial Lifetime Achievement Award.
Bitterfrost is a longtime IF/AIF player working on his first (and last) game, How I Got Syphilix.
Dudeman has released one game and is working on a second. He has also released an impressive Inform 7
sex extension to help make it easier for others to write games of their own.
Knight Errant is an AIF player who has released two games and is currently working on a couple of
others.
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Submitting your work to Inside Erin:

’trix has released one game, Casting, which was written in Inform 6, and is sporadically working on another
in TADS 3.
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